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Inside a Vibrant Home at Asset Chiraag
This particular apartment at Asset Chiraag is designed in such a manner that it exudes positive energy  
the moment you walk in.
Asset Interiors /customisation has designed the house with utmost care and precision to provide the 
owners', a family of four a home of their dreams in a way they envisioned it.

The formal living room is separated from the dining room with a custom-made partition. 
This partition is specifically designed for the home keeping in mind the vertical design element. 
Keeping the design similar has given the house a free-flowing characteristic and helped in creating a 
soothing space.
The wall has been painted a bright yellow bringing a cheerfulness to the space.
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The entrance foyer has been designed with a backlit partition and upward 
pointing pipe lights creating an ambient light setting at the very entrance. The 
family living room has a custom designed TV unit on one wall, with niches and 
spotlights to highlight personal memorabilia. Designs using vertical lines has 
been used in the space giving it an elongated effect.
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The team behind Design & Execution: Mr. Thambi P Bose, Mr. Sandeep, Ms.Sukanya and Ms.Amallya.

The master bedroom of the house is designed using the main theme, the headboard wall is kept a bright 
yellow and an additional TV unit has been provided in the master bedroom.
The daughter’s room is done up in a subtle grey and white theme with a Korean top corner study table and 
a wall mounted dressing unit.

To make a house – a living nest, adding colours, bringing 

positive vibes and making it dimensionally compatible is 

a humongous task.

The mission of bringing our conceptual designs to reality 

ended the day we met the Asset Interior Team, headed 

by Mr. Thambi P Bose for the first time. When our vision 

was executed by Mr. Thambi, the end result was a 

perfect dwelling space.

The Asset Interior Team met our expectations with their 

professionalism, well-defined work and prompt delivery. 

It was a pleasure, associating with Asset Interior Team.
Mr.Jayaprakash and Family, 
Proud owners of Asset Chiraag 7B


